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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization has two legal entities. Items may be sold by
one company or by both companies.
You need to recommend a solution to standardize the items
across the legal entities.
What should you recommend?

A. Product Insights
B. Lifecycle Services
C. Products and product masters
D. Item templates
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/pim/t
asks/release-product-product-master-legal-entities

NEW QUESTION: 2
The exhibit represents a report from Capacity Magic. A customer
wants to implement a mixed Open and System z environment. They
will be using a combination of SSD, SAS and Nearline SAS
drives. System z will require PAV. The NL-SAS drives will be
used for FlashCopy targets for Open Systems and for Historical
Report Data for z/OS. They wish to use Metro Mirror to
replicate the Opens Systems production data to a remote site.
Which of the following best describes the minimum license
requirements?
A. OEL = 258TB, MM = 258TB, FlashCopy = 258TB, PAV = 258TB,
EICON = Yes
B. OEL = 258TB, MM = 141TB, FlashCopy = 141TB, PAV = 1 17TB,
EICON = Yes
C. OEL = 173TB, MM = 87TB, FlashCopy = 48TB1 PAV = 87TB, FICON
= Yes
D. OEL = 258TB, MM = S7TB, FlashCopy = 87TB, PAV = 87TB, FICON
= Yes
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A vSphere administrator is trying to publish a content library.
How is the Publish this content library externally option made
visible in the settings?
A. Select the authentication check box.
B. Choose a library that is not subscribed.
C. Use a library that is not already published.
D. Enable automatic synchronization.
Answer: C
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